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Madman or King?
- Genevieve Devole

Confusion turned to panic as a man living in obscurity these 
several years may have been revealed after his death to have been 
none other than the late King Vallend I, believed dead for many 
years already but living in deliberate obscurity.

The man recorded by town heralds as Lecivious Ravensworth was 
discovered outside a home in Crossroads.  A blind man delivered in 
recent weeks by travelers from Wyndover, by way of Lenik, 
Ravensworth apparently died in the night from natural causes, 
brought on by advanced age.

What stunned local shire reeves upon entering his home was a 
curious journal, written first in a flowering script, and later by 
hand-pressed braille that was quickly deciphered by local scribes.

The journals, which were apparently penned by Ravensworth, 
mention with considerable authority matters of the high court of 
Narrdmyr.  What brought a near panic were the last few 
paragraphs the man had entered, likely just hours before his 
passing, in passages that refer to a possible heir to the throne.

“I have raised a bastard as my son, and while I have come to love 
him as dear as my blood, who I had lost, he will never wield the 
power of the Sword of Raven against the coming darkness of the 
Demon Lord Lareth.”

 
“Reports of the death of my beloved eldest at the hands of my 
cousin, Wilmont, grieves me, as do the reports of the cause for his 
rage. My dear Kenneth rests in the fields of Peth, with his 
cousin Wilrose the son of the duke, who took up his captain's 
crown and shield to continue the press against an intractable 
enemy.” 

“It was his finest hour, one where both proved their true royal 
strength and resolve. I will be forever proud of them both.”

“I can only hope the son of my own name is alive, lest the Sword 
of Raven fall to darkness. There are no true heirs left. Brialla is 
an unrecognized bastard, and a half-elf, and Duncan's boy 
Daffyd is not his own son. Sandy haired, where all others are 
dark, sturdy when others are lanky and fine, he is surely not 
the line of his father.”

“That, or the boy I sent away when Kenneth was taken as my 
son, whose name remains unknown to all, for I left my darling 
Crisilia behind when I took the Queen that protocol required I 
must.”

“Crisilia, my darling, you were my love, and though I left you 
a small fortune, it will never be the life that you deserved. You 
were always my Queen.”

The identity of this possible heir remains unknown, but it is 
clear the questions raised by these documents, if Ravensworth's 
hand can be verified by a herald from Narrdmyr, will have 
startling implications for the whole kingdom.



Record Crops
- Willem Morseston

A windfall of crops has been reported in Lenik, Crossroads, South 
Bay and Wyndover, places where peasants and nobles fled hand in 
hand during the False Horse invasion.

Crossroads is planning one of the largest feasts in history for its new 
local population, hundreds of refugees who cleared fields, planted 
crops and contributed to one of the best crops the region has ever 
seen.

All fear of famine has disappeared as green lettuce and cabbage, 
fat potatoes and onions and beautiful crisp apples, pears and 
oranges.  Fruit trees bolstered by druid magic at the beginning of 
the year have had the most dramatic and remarkable crops, 
though some herbalists warn that future such uses of magic may 
deplete the soil of its rich nutrients and damage future crops.

While some look to the future, many rejoice in the signs of a long 
and well-fed winter.

Orc in Brenn
- Tillie MacGrue

A small tribe of orc approached Brenn three times in the last week.  
Each time, guards assembled to repel them, but the orcs ran away.  
Given the chances they may have been part of a larger fore 
waiting to ambush the city, patrols did not give chase.

After the third approach, a single orc bearing a dirty white flag 
crawled on his hands and knees toward the city gates.  Guards 
surrounded the orc and questioned him at length.  Lieutenant 
Boris Kenney has come under scrutiny for his decision to let the orc 
go, and the contents of the discussion have not been shared, though 
it was generally imparted that the orc was part of a small tribe 
displaced by the Stormchildren, left starving in the woods between 
Hallot and Brenn last moon.

After the strange meeting, the Lord Brenn and his wife sent 
supplies to the edge of the woods, where they were abandoned.  
Brenn stated his decision safeguards lives and property around 
Brenn, because starving orcs are likely to attack, while fed orcs 
are likely to keep their distance.

Guards remain on alert at press time, but the orcs have not 
returned.

Words from the North
 - Maxx Cryer

Last moon, the lord of Arakelin, Tolliver Gerald of the 
Greenstone Clan of dwarves, sent an unprecedented gift to the 
baroness Kali Bastille, the Lady of Bellanmo.  

A treasure of precious silver, cart after cart, valued at some 
twenty thousand pieces of silver, arrived on the baroness' door, 
along with Lord Tolliver himself.  It is rumored he came bearing 
additional gifts thought to persuade alliance talks or perhaps 
courting.

It is unknown how Prince Daffyd might respond to such an 
overt gesture, but it is known that Lord Arakelin has been 
attempting to increase his standing at Court since his 
placement a year ago.

A Strong House
- Phineas Blackwell

I was questioned how to tell a strong house from a weak house. 
 
I pen this answer because so many houses claim superiority 
based on so many factors, from brilliance on the battlefield to 
strong guild contacts or just a brisk business.  

The greatness of a house instead can be measured in the strictest 
sense, by survival.  If you were in a life or death struggle would 
your house rise to defend you? 

While most exuberantly extoll their acclamation, more often a 
house divided by personal greed and goals will sell you down the 
river at the first chance—so while the house will survive you 
might not.

The greatness of a house could be also be measured in its 
strength.  Strength can mean many things, either practical 
brute power or poetic prowess on the field of glory, but a house 
that is strong leans most heavily on its strongest members, and 
in an uncertain pecking order such a house may fall for its 
lack to find its center.

In the end, the only truly good house is the family house.  A 
strong house should fight for its own, even if they see flaw or 
wrong in their fellow, and only privately redress those 
grievances, picking up after themselves and offering charity to 



others in need. 

Knights and nobles come from the strongest houses, the ones that 
stay together against all adversity, to build a kingdom elsewise 
from dross and ash.

The Death Moon
- Malik Magnificent

The orc tribe of the Death Moon has been seen again, haunting the 
woods surrounding Eppingwood.  While they have offered 
surprising resistance to the Stormchildren, they have also 
attacked guards keeping the peace along Graywater River.

Other orc tribes have flocked to the banner of the Death Moon, 
many seeking to die in glory rather than cower before the Storm 
and wait for the end.  Orcs of the Death Moon have many shaman, 
but shun the creation of undead, pursuing creatures recalled 
unnaturally from the next world with fervor.

Gray Haven has reported several skirmishes with this orc, but in 
two occasions have seen the orc ignore them completely to chase 
down an undead foe.  Few have been seen since the strange lull in 
magical power last moon, and it is thought these Death Moon orc 
may be responsible for this sudden drop in undead might.

Little else is known about this tribe, which was first discovered in 
Eppingwood and identified by the curious half-moon carvings left 
in trees within territories that they had claimed.

Devil-Wolf Returns
- Warwick Steadyquill

Last moon a shocking howl rose over Illvaresh, as a dreaded foe of 
the small village returned to interrupt what must have been a 
war between extraplanar monsters.  Among the dead, a red 
draconian and a deep dwarf, and screams punctuated the night as 
magic fell before the onslaught of unnatural greater powers.

The Devil-Wolf, a seven foot tall monster with fur the shade of jet 
and eyes like angry gold, descended on the already tense standoff 
and laid waste to any unfortunate enough to find themselves in 
its path.  The deep dwarf was apparently the focus of the monster's 
rage, though, for after tearing him to shreds the wolf leapt away 
at a fearful pace.

Guards have gone in search of the terrifying creature, which 
disappeared as quickly and mysteriously as it had come.

 Monthly Anagrams
- Radveyn

srbinaeb

claemro

nesenu

nlegadshow

More anagrams next month, thanks for playing.

Age of Chaos at an End?
 - Robert Traithen

With the coming of La'Reth and the necromancers Roland of 
Lorax and Draxx the Deceiver, the world fell into frenzied 
disorder.  Most of the elven lands to the north were devastated, to 
be later invaded by human settlers as far north as the 
Bayomal Line.

While this leaves the tribal elves with their lands to the north, 
and the gray elves to the far north on the Sparkling Shores of 
the north-most Diamondwood, disrespect for order has become the 
way of the day as human kings fall and nothingness and 
longing fills the gap.

The orc, long hated and feared, has become a sort of mascot for 
places like Illverash, where they entertain an almost game-
like quality of contests against their old adversaries, the elves.  
While deaths still occur, the orc it seems is far less the aggressor, 
giving rise to the belief that the ancient teachings were correct, 
and that humans were one day meant to destroy all things, 
and leave nothingness in its wake.

Solsticeknight
- Ash

Well done.



A Warriors Lament
- JM

Hear the call of the warm sweet wind,
as the sound of revelry draws you within.
It flows through your blood, the song of the land,
enter the arena, broadsword in hand.
Hear the horn, the sides collide,
heroes are born, feel the pride.
Banners rise, song fills the air,
smiles abound, free of care.
Around the fire the stories are told,
of special times, and days of old.
The meat is ready, the wine is served,
good fight, good times, good food deserved.
I hear the call of the warm sweet wind,
how I long for the old way once again....

A Final Message
- JF

See the world we started
Is it so Low again?
Like a light that's lost
upon the Stage,
So the more it shines,
It goes away...
Surely then
See the curtain rising to show
once again
All the magic of the Earth
And the Sky
See the more we find
the more we realize.

My Dream, Recurring
- PC

That was a time for falling,
I knew you well.
There was no time for calling
Me, when you fell.
In a wishing well.
Summer was blowing all over me,
When you fell.
Sailors can take all the breathing,
Out of the sail.
I took a trip when you needed me...
When you fell,
Waters were driving me
To a deep place;
I close my eyes to see
Your sweet face.
I slept in hell...
Angels can be so deceiving
When they love you.
Did you think you would be leaving me?
These are some lavender flowers
In a broken shell;
They comfort me ever since the day
when you fell.
When you fell,
Waters were dancing me
In a dark place,
I close my eyes to see
Your determined face.
My secret inside me
I slept in hell...
This is a time for believing
In fairy tales -
One in which you are brought back
to me.
Wolf, I cried wolf.ib



Troubles Brewing in Brenn?
- Judith P. Goodwright

It's been just one month after the appalling incident of animal 
hoarding in the city of Brenn.  There are still many questions and 
few answers. What happened to the poor, innocent, abused kobalds. 
Where were they taken? Who was the mysterious person who was 
keeping them locked up? Why haven’t we heard anything 
regarding punishment for this crime? Tired of waiting for answers I 
took to the streets to find them myself.  Where is our new Sheriff 
and his dispensation of justice? 

I had the chance to once again touch base with KNAVE's president 
Terrowin Writingham. He has been working night and day to 
receive justice for what he feels was  an injustice to what could be 
innocent animals.  He was quoted as saying “The Lord and Lady 
never came to help! There weren't no justice! Nothing! The pups 
were just taken away!” 

The lack of action has many in Brenn wondering, but  
Writingham has gathered a staff of about five people who are 
spreading flyers and trying to get the word out about what 
happened to the kobald puppies. He is looking for any additional 
help that citizens are able to give and is collecting donations at his 
home. He remains hopeful that it will spur some kind of response 
from the leaders of this small city. “ I have written to the manor 
but am denied audience; if they’re receiving them, why am I being 
ignored!?”

Lord Gwydion and Lady Devon have been at the manor in Brenn 
for the last several months. With their recent visit to Ilvaresh, it 
seems likely that they have not completely disappeared but 
otherwise have chosen to stay out of sight. 

Sources say that it is likely that the Lady Devon is with child, 
though we have yet to see a sketch that proves it with any 
certainty. They have likely been keeping her out of harms way for 
the safety of both mother and child. This happy news brings 
troubling thoughts; if Lord Gwydion and Lady Devon are willing 
to ignore such an event as a massive hoarding problem, what else 
are they doing or not doing? Are they even fit to preside over 
Brenn? 

Sources say that Lord Gwydion is making a push to fully form an 
order of Thistle knights called The Order of the Shield. This order is 
for the purpose of mercy and to be an order FOR the people, not to 
govern them as other Knightly orders have done. With this new 
development, and the arrival of a child, how will the couple divide 
their already strained lives?

Lord Gwydion appears to have much on his plate. Currently he 
leads an order of healers, protects the city of Brenn, and plans to 

lead an order sworn to protect the realm,  and now have a child. 
The arrival of a child is worrisome under normal circumstances, 
with all 

of these plans and projects, one might suggest that he is indeed 
overworked.

In other news, sources say that Lady Devon has been 
interviewing ladies to serve as her midwife.  A successful match 
has apparently been found in a close friend, the Lady 
Caradina, who has decided to leave her post as lady in waiting 
to the Countess Ashenwood. 

Sources close the the couple have reported that Lady Caradina 
has moved in with Lady Devon within the past moon and is 
already helping her prepare for the baby.  That however does not 
include some of the most famous of visitors to our humble town. 
Lady McNeil, the squire Aria of Crossroads fame has also spent 
a great deal of time at the manor,  rumors are that she is has 
been offering all sorts of advice to the new mother to be. As she 
and her husband Lord Sir Locksley have 2 of their own 
children, they have plenty of practice. 

Concerns had been raised that the McNeil's are not the bastion 
of knowledge that some may profess them to believe; rumors 
abound that their twin children are often fraught with 
injuries and often associated with shady individuals. This 
reporter had the opportunity to speak with someone close to the 
family to shed some light on the situation. 

“…I couldn’t believe it, Sir McNeil's daughter, that Hermione 
just reached out and pushed their boy Rayburt right out the 
second story window! Sir McNeil just laughed and laughed! 
Even worse, their mother, that lady Aria just told her own 
child to get up and get over it. I never heard a thing like it in 
all my years! Then she told him ,‘You cant learn to heal 
yourself if you’re always crying.’  Poor lamb, never in my life 
have I ever heard two children so mistreated and out of control!” 
stated an individual too afraid to give her name in fear that 
someone might tell some unseemly sorts. 

In other news, the Brenns recently raised Squire Drayven 
Westwind to the rank of Sheriff,  however it occurs to the locals 
that this may have been in bad taste, as this is the same 
Drayven who served the Man of Shadows and caused the fall of 
Brenn in the last war. Public outcries seem stymied by the fact 
that he has yet to begin his appointment and collect taxes at 
all. Perhaps he too is taking a lax stance in Brenn?

So, what is in store for the city of Brenn? Will the Lord and 



Lady do what is right for Brenn and begin to put it's people first? 
Can they handle the stresses of parenthood, and maintain their 
duties in Novashan as a whole? Should they even be having this 
child? Will they be able to raise a child despite the bad influences? 

I will leave that for time to decide. 

Evacuation of the Swamp 
- Sophia Naliffs 

Many strange occurrences have been happening recently, but we 
at the Quill have a first hand report on the situation. 

Marie is a farmers wife on the outskirts of Crossroads, and this is her 
report. “I was out feeding my chickens, keeping an ear out for 
trouble, as always. Trouble in this area is usually not too bad but 
you can never be too careful, especially around All Hallows. 

“With the lack of undead on that night, you can believe myself 
and my husband were terribly relieved, but worried that something 
worse was coming. When the crashing sounds started coming from 
the swamp, I was ready to run, but since it sounded so big, I didn't 
know where to go. 

“A fourteen-foot monster came charging out of the forest, and it did 
not stop. Flattened two of our fences and was running like it's tail 
was on fire. Damnedest thing, was it looked at me, it knew I was 
there, and there was almost pity in it's eyes as it ran past. '

“Nothing followed behind it, but me and my husband, we're 
getting prepared. For what, I don't know, but we are.” Maria and 
her husband were not available for a follow up interview. Other 
farmers in the area have reported similar cases of monsters and 
animals leaving the swampy area around Illverash. 

Wanted

Seeking information regarding the location and given name of  
Judith P. Goodright and her accomplice Terrowin 
Wrightingham on the charge of subversion and treachery.  
Reward offered.

Information is sought regarding the state of the copper mine 
rumors insist exist between Crossroads and Allowen.  Send word 
that they exist, with reliable proof of their security and any 
samples of ore.

Orc tribes are believed pillaging farms east of the river from Gray 
Haven to Allowen with impunity.  One silver piece will be paid 
for proof of each orc slain in the defense of towns and abbeys in 
the same territories, to be paid by His Excellency, the Count 
Rosentrotter.

The Stormchildren once again threaten the Division River and 
the Gray Haven.  Rally your strong arm and join us in the 
defense of our lands.  We fight not for King, not for country. We 
fight for our survival.  Seek the captain of the guard of Brenn, 
and sign your name to the defense of our lands.  One silver piece 
shall be paid for each month of service, arms and equipment 
provided, training and healing granted.  The time to defend our 
way of life is nigh.

Patrols leave daily between Allowen and Wyndover for trade 
through Brenn and Crossroads to South Bay.  Guards will be 
paid one silver piece for each day of service.  Seek the guard 
captains of Crossroads or Brenn to join the High Trail Company.


